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In 2018 Compass upgraded their financial budgeting
and reporting process.  After an extensive research
process IDU was selected as the best tool for the job.
Compass implemented the Standard Edition of the
idu-Concept Budgeting & Reporting Modules.

“We were very impressed with the smooth and
efficient implementation process. All our deadlines
were met and the service and support from IDU was
very professional” Claude Moodley, Head of Finance. 

Compass found the training and seminars offered on
the IDU modules to be extremely helpful to their staff
members who were tasked with using the system.

The initial time spent on generating monthly
management reports was approximately 4 days, since
using idu-Concept this has decreased to 3 hours!

Compass were also relieved that their existing formats
were able to be incorporated into the new system
using IDU. 

COMPASS 
Compass wastes no time implementing IDU.

IDU delivers top of class packaged budgeting, forecasting, performance management and reporting tools to
simplify financial management.  Our flagship product, idu-Concept, provides easy, effective budgeting and
financial reporting for medium-sized to large businesses. idu-Concept integrates easily with ERP software,
but unlike more cumbersome offerings, idu-Concept can be implemented quickly, requires little or no ongoing
consulting fees and reduces budgeting cycles from months to weeks.

Compass Medical Waste Services (Pty) Ltd
are market leaders in healthcare risk waste
(HCRW) and employ over 500 staff members.
Their head office is in KwaZulu-Natal and the
company has a national footprint with three
treatment facilities, two transit sites and a 76-
strong fleet of vehicles.
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"The IDU Team provided excellent
service and were always eager to
help and assist
 
We will highly recommend the IDU
system to any organisation that is
looking to improve their budgeting
and reporting process.”
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